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Vietnam may 

attract 30 billion 

USD in FDI this 

year: experts

“Vietnam may 

attract about USD 

30 billion in FDI in 

2021, posting a 

year-on-year rise 

of 2%, economists 

forecast, pointing 

to positive signs in 

FDI attraction in 

the first eight 

months of 2021 

despite the 

complexities of 

COVID-19.” 

VIR

THAILAND’S INVESTOR ADDS $353M TO EXPAN BUSINESS IN VIETNAM

Real estate groups clamour for integrated digitalisation revamp
VIR
Lack of transparency and synchronous storage processes in market information systems
and regulations on data transmission are significant challenges for the digital
transformation of the real estate industry. Since 2020, many real estate businesses have
invested in online transactions sites, applying cross-platform technologies into their
business.

Answers arrive to salvage construction
VIR
Suspension of many construction site activities disrupted by
supply chain woes, skyrocketing material prices, and serious
shortage of labour is posing great challenges for contractors.
Earlier this month, a handful of domestic construction contractors
proposed to VACC and the government to address their problems.
.
Hà Nội to renovate degraded apartment blocks by 2025
Vietnamnews
Dangerous and degraded residential apartment blocks in Hà Nội
will be renovated by 2025. The plan is part of a project on
renovation and reconstruction of old apartment buildings in Hà
Nội, which was endorsed by the Hà Nội People’s Council on
Thursday.

Land clearance a chronic bottleneck in Vietnam
Vnexpress
Industrial park investors have highlighted tardy land clearance as
a persistent problem in Vietnam. Vu Thu Hang, head of sales with
TNI Holdings Vietnam, enumerated several problems with land
clearance at a recent webinar on "Identifying new trends in
industrial park development." .

Thailand’s investor adds $353 mln to expand its business in Vietnam
Vietnaminsider
Thailand’s SCG Packaging Pcl (SCGP) on Monday announced an $353.93 million
expansion in its packaging paper business in Vietnam, anticipating growth in demand. A
new facility will be built in Vinh Phuc province in northern Vietnam, to begin operations
in early 2024, which will raise total production capacity to 870,000 tonnes of packaging
paper per year, up from 500,000, Reuters citied the statement from SCGP .
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